Shoalhaven Business Chamber, Shoalhaven Campus, SWLP, AOSC are pleased to present the next

**SUNSET CLUB – The Resourceful Shed**

This will be an informative and entertaining evening presented by Shoalhaven Business Chamber, the University of Wollongong, the Australasian Occupational Science Centre (AOSC) and the Student Workplace Learning Program (SWLP).

Mark Thomson, author of the best selling book, 'Blokes and their Sheds', will reveal some of the secrets of sheds – what is in them, why do we have them, how can we use them. Mark will also share his extensive experience of sheds, both through discussion and through his many photos of sheds from all around Australia.

This presentation will interest all those who love their sheds. As well, those who want to know what goes on in sheds will be enlightened. The presentation is also a timely reminder of the importance of careers in trades.

Come along and meet the shed expert!

Finger food and Mopoke Ridge wine will be served.

**WHEN:** Thursday 22 June  
5.30-7.30pm

**WHERE:** Ray Cleary Building, Shoalhaven Campus  
George Evans Rd, West Nowra

**COST:** gold coin donation

**RSVP:** Tracey ph 44480888

Mark Thomson, Director of the Institute of Backyard Studies and well known author